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ELCOME TO THE SPINAKER

UNIQUE in the Mediterranean…

Located in Grau du Roi, Le Gard, on the peninsula of Port-Camargue, in the heart of the marina, the very
chic Spinaker welcomes you to its exceptional universe whether you are in a boat (with its 60m long
pontoon), by car (A9 direct access), or by plane (Montpellier airport 15 minutes).
A 4-star boutique hotel, everything has been thought of here so you don't have to think about anything.
A seminar room on the water, The Deck, a bistronomic rooftop, a gourmet restaurant, PIER 21, a floating
oyster bar in front of the hotel, Spa and Fitness room; swimming pools open to the sea, musical evenings...
Get away from it all and let the magic happen ...

THE ROOMS
Cocooning and zen

The Hotel Le Spinaker, with its 23 rooms, including 7 Suites, is an invitation to calm and tranquillity. Each of
the rooms has a terrace with breathtaking views over the swimming pool or the marina of Port Camargue.
Decorated with the greatest care, in a resolutely modern, sober and eclectic spirit, the rooms reflect a soft
seaside atmosphere. This is the ideal place to let your imagination travel.

RESTAURANT
Gastronomy meets the Camargue.

The kitchen of the Spinaker's restaurant combines flavours and escape. In a setting with fabulous views
over the marina, let yourself be seduced by an elegant Mediterranean cuisine with accents of elsewhere.
The menu is renewed often: the Chef, who loves local produce, will conquer your taste buds. In season,
one can take meals on the magnificent terrace overlooking the marina.

THE DECK
que & pool deck

Bistro rooftop & pool deck

Cocktails, bistronomic ﬁnger food, live music in the evening, rum and cigar cellar ... The deck oﬀers tapas
menus and the possibility of spending the afternoon by the pool. Let yourself be transported, close your
eyes ... and enjoy.

PIER 21 Oyster Bar
Taste your fruits de mer over the water.

Unique in the Mediterranean : our oyster bar floating in the marina of Port Camargue. "PIER 21", the
SPINAKER'S extension out onto the water, welcomes visitors from the hotel and by boat to enjoy the best
quality fresh shellfish and a selection of appropriately dry white wines. The owners have created this
guinguette on the sea to serve fruits de mer to patrons in the most immediate maritime ambience possible!

PRIVATE EVENTS & SEMINARS
Privatize the Spinaker for your events!
Do you want to organize a birthday? A wedding reception? Or some other important event in your life?
The Spinaker is the perfect place for this… Depending on your needs, you can privatize the Deck pool,
the Deck, or even the restaurant. Personalized offers on request. Your requirements will be ours!

The Spinaker is unusual and exceptional, an extraordinary meeting space, with its feet in the water,
it is the dream setting. (Multimedia installations and equipment).

MORE PLUSES
- Dedicated contact on site.
- Wide choice of local, inventive, and team building activities. (Cf. Activities page)
- Personalization on demand, do not hesitate to contact us.
- Seminar Room open to the marina, 90 m2, 50 people max.
- Private parking and private pontoon 60 m long (access by boat).

PORT CAMARGUE & IT’S REGION
Discover a unique heritage.
The Camargue, an "exceptional island", classified as a "Biosphere Reserve" by UNESCO, is known
worldwide for its natural landscapes, ponds, marshes, beaches as far as the eye can see, its fauna and
flora, bulls, flamingos, Camargue horses, for its salt marshes, as well as for its historical heritage with in
particular the medieval city of Aigues-Mortes.
Do not miss: The Marina of Port Camargue, the fishing port of Grau du Roi, the medieval city of AiguesMortes, the Salins, Les Saintes Maries de la Mer, the Espiguette beach, and the Old Montpellier and Gard
villages that have

ACTIVITIES
Discover the land of Camargue

- Catamaran: sea trip, sailing initiation, ﬁshing, ...
- Safari in 4X4 to discover the Camargue.
- Nautical activities: paddle, kite-surf, sand yachting, jet-ski, wake board.
- Barge trips: Canal du Midi.
- Horse-drawn carriage rides.
- Bike, segway, ...

DETOX RETREAT SPA & YOGA
Restore body & mind balance

SPA & FITNESS
Rejuvenate in the space dedicated to fitness. Book therapists in advance for massages and
treatments.
YOGA DETOX RETREAT:
On the program, for a weekend or more, regain mental and bodily balance for those who wish to eliminate
toxins due to stress and eating imbalances.
Detox is a natural method of health protection very popular across the Atlantic, and which has proven itself
especially in the medical field by aiming to eliminate harmful toxins responsible for diseases.
Personalized and at your own pace, a program will be adapted to your needs: Yoga, light vegetarian or
vegan meal, fast based on fresh fruit juice, meditation, massages and walks on the beach.

Voie de la pointe du Môle
Port Camargue
30240 LE GRAU DU ROI
France
0466533637 / 0779462364
contact@spinaker.com
www.spinaker.com
@spinakerhotelofficiel
@thedeckbyspinaker
@spinakerhotelofficiel

Accès A9 : 20min
Aéroport Montpellier: 15 min
Aigues-Mortes : 7 min
Montpellier centre : 25min

Nîmes : 30 min
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Montpellier

Marseille

Port Camargue

CLOSER THAN YOU IMAGINE!

